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Time has arrived for civil society to start real global changes. Governments, banks, global media, big corpo-
rations. . . are just trying to maintain their current and unsustainable status quo in which a ridiculous minority [2]
benefits from having the rest of the natural and human world under inadmissible conditions [3, 4]. We cannot trust
them anymore. We need to take over. The ominous prospect of the climate crisis urges us to start acting now. This
is no utopia. It is an imperative and urgent need. The whole ecosystem in general and humanity in particular need
a wise plan, a smooth renaissance to peacefully build a sustainable, fair and life-friendly future [5]. This text intro-
duces r0oT, a nonprofit global network conceived to allow people to be strongly coordinated. A coordinated society,
properly informed, will start acting, for once, in its own favor, for its own survival. This necessarily implies acting as
well in favor of our natural environment, to which we belong and on which we all depend. If you really care about
the world you live in, about yourself and your family in the long term, about human civilization, about our fellow
creatures living on Earth. . . just read this, study it and join. You are indispensable. Give it a chance. It could be the last.

1 brief description

This is a proposal of action aimed to everyone concerned by climate crisis and other world scale problems. The idea
is to build a non-profit, P2P and anonymous network with a tree-like structure in which everyone can be integrated in
just 13 layers of branching. Only through a high degree of coordination can humanity overcome the crisis that we all
need to face. r0oT is essentially a network in which every person joining becomes a node interacting with its closest
node-neighbors. Nodes are grouped in small cells that we call stations, which communicate by simple encrypted emails or
other secure messaging protocols. By periodic voting, members can also swap positions in the network so no one remains
at the same place for long. The whole point is that informaction (= information + action) can appear anywhere and then
propagate through the system by using reports. A given report, our unit of informaction, will arrive to a station, where
members will have a given time to perform the proposed actions and to study, discuss, contrast and process its contents
before forwarding a new report version to next neighbor stations. Encrypted reports flowing through a decentralized and

serverless network of anonymous nodes that are randomly mixed through the whole world are very difficult to track and

control by governments or other entities that can be against them, so everyone can have access to free information, and

with such information we, people, get the power, and true democracy can be finally accomplished. Only a single, global
democracy with global laws can be truly democratic. To work in this direction, inner layers, with representatives from all
places on Earth, will deal with universal topics such as human rights and human obligations towards the ecosystem and
the whole humanity, and with general principles that can provide a world-wide equality. More external layers will deal
with increasingly practical and specific issues, so at the most external layers r0oT can act as a local network of physically
close neighbors. The system allows issues arising at a given location to be echoed to the whole network until, if required,
global responses are made to fix them, but at the same time global issues like climate crisis can be divulged and be present
at each home. What is local can acquire a global reach and what is global can reach every location. Right now humanity
is insanely working against its own ecosystem, Gaia, and against itself, because of our incoordination and because of the
ill and manipulated information that we receive from almost everywhere. If we manage to connect all people with this
fractal-like structure, we can all learn what is really happening and find actions to perform. If a government or a big
company makes something that is bad for Gaia or humanity, and we happen to be all aware of it, a coordinated response
by people will force them to rectify. Most governments will not move a finger for global issues because they depend on
private interests. By acting together we can awake and unfold the greatest transforming force on Earth and use it to look
after Gaia and us, who are just part of her. In the text we also discuss important topics as immunity (how the network
protects itself from becoming corrupt), and specialists networks, where uncorrupted and necessary technical knowledge
can also flow and percolate through society. In brief, r0oT is a structure in which humanity can have access to free
informaction and learn from it. Consequently, by developing an increasingly stronger critical thinking, we can become
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free of the current manipulative powers now in charge. This may be the only escape from environmental and human
disaster.
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Figure 1: Toy model for the need of human coordination. We have depicted a chamber separated in two parts by a moving piston. On
the left there are many disordered arrows pointing at random directions. The arrows represent forces, so for total randomness the total
force becomes zero. The temperature on the left is high, which means a great reservoir of energy but in an unusable form. On the right
we have represented four single forces, the main powers now in charge of the world, in a perfectly coordinated push to have most of the
chamber (the world or its wealth) available for them. The temperature on the right is clearly very low, without any hint of randomness.
On the left part of the chamber there is still some space left because the disorganized forces produce some pressure, which is transmitted
to the piston, as molecules in a gas do. If the right-arrows push too hard, the temperature on the left part of the chamber increases even
more and so does its pressure, until some suffocating equilibrium is achieved. If the temperature of the left arrows increases for whatever
reasons, as in a violent revolution, its pressure over the right-arrows increases as well, and humanity can gain some part of the chamber,
but not much. What humanity, and the whole ecosystem needs is a de-thermalization of the left-arrows, so they can become perfectly
organized, pushing to the right. You are probably one of these left-arrows right now, so why not aligning with the rest and start doing
the right thing? If we achieve this state, the whole chamber will be available to all, and the current powers will be modified in such a way
that they will work for the whole, not for a separate space of their own. So, instead of growing hot, in a revolutionary way, humanity
needs a rational cooling until it freezes to a non-random situation. A smooth renaissance with critical thinking as our main tool. We
need to stop our lives for a moment, think with cold minds, and realize that hot responses are not efficient. Of course, not responding is
not an option either! Only a pacific and illustrated transition from disorder to order is able to overcome the problems that otherwise will
strangle us. But how is such a difficult and necessary transition achieved?

This is not the place to analyze how the ecosystem is being heavily injured by humans [6], or how too many of us and
other species are in deplorable conditions. There are already some good documentaries that show the current state of the
art [7, 8, 9, 10] and there is no point in doing the same here. First of all, go and watch them and many others. They are
excellent in showing what is happening or what may happen, but they don’t usually address the crucial issue of what can
we do to prevent it and how. Of what to do when, shocked and convinced that something must be done, we watch their
end credits without knowing how to start, where to begin. Confused by the fact that even many NGO’s are silent about
key issues as, for example, the need of a global change of diet. Stunned by a large amount of disorganized information.
Well, these problems are over. The project introduced in this text is the necessary corollary to those other references,
the place to go after you become angry by learning how bad we are behaving and how ominous is our immediate future.
Long story short: we don’t trust that governments will seriously follow the Paris Agreement [11, 12] or will take different
courses of action in those issues that are really important, in a broad sense. They are too bound to their particular
interests to worry about Gaia or humanity in general. And we cannot wait for good politicians to appear from nowhere.
There are too many problems and too important that need to be faced right now. This has to be done by the civil society,
by people, by you and us. If not, who else will? Yes, you have guessed it: we need to override governments and every
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other layer of power that will oppose to change. And yes, without anarchy of any kind. We are more clever than that.
Anarchy, communism, capitalism. . . They are all obsolete. Current economy is to ecology what astrology is to astronomy:
old pseudosciences that just tell you what you want to listen, while taking your money afterwards. What you will find
here is not a theoretical analysis of capitalism or a discussion about the environment: instead, this is the place to find
a practical proposal of action that targets the global problems you should already know. It is common to hear today:
‘what can I do alone?’ and the true answer is that, alone, we can’t do anything, at least not in a constructive way. We
are currently in an over populated world where the degree of coordination between humans is extremely low, probably
null, so small, heroic efforts contribute almost nothing to the global average. Our combined force equals to zero, or a very
small quantity compared with the well coordinated actions of the powers now in charge. A disorganized humanity clearly
benefits these powers, so they will work hard against any attempt of a global coordination in order maintain their status
quo. They know that no one can stand a single chance against a coordinated humanity. Our latent, hidden collective
force is too great to encounter the slightest opposition. The challenge is, then, to achieve such a coordinated state. This
is the main goal of r0oT: to provide humanity with a structure, a skeleton to our muscle, an order to our anger. That
will allow to start acting globally to our own real, broad and long term interest.

So, essentially, this text is about what to do and how, and it is meaningful once you know what is happening and how
serious is it. It is no secret that most of the main activities of r0oT will target the problem of the climate crisis and the
(very related) problem of poverty. It is no secret either that we need to immediately stop human population growth and
to gently reduce it, to dramatically change our diet in order to stop one of the main reasons of global warming, animal
agriculture [9, 13, 14], and also to cut our dependence on fossil fuels. . .We also need to enhance critical thinking in order
to have a world with hard-to-manipulate humans, so concepts as nations and frontiers can be weakened in favor of others
like world-scale laws. If you wonder how such inconvenient leaders rise to power with the votes of people, here is the
answer: lack of critical thinking. This is something that needs to be learned, to be taught in schools and at home. Think
about it: we write a collection of human rights without taking into account the protection of the rest of Nature, of our
fellow creatures on Earth, our ecosystem, or Gaia if you prefer. Only minds without critical thinking can accept such
a nonsense. The human rights cannot be a reality until they are accompanied by its necessary counterpart: the human
obligations [19]. We have big responsibilities, towards Gaia and towards humanity as a whole. It is time to mature as a
species, to acknowledge that we have duties. Our first one is, then, becoming coordinated to unfold the power that lies
within people. In Figure 1 we have pictured a little toy model for the need of coordination. The main question, however,
is how can we actually achieve it?

3 branching

It is estimated that, while the number of people on Earth is about 7 · 109, the number of cells in our bodies is over 1013

[20], about then thousand times more. Yet all cells receive their necessary nutrients while a huge proportion of humans
don’t even receive running water, not to mention proper food and education, Internet, etc. Why is so? A geneticist
[21] could answer: because all cells in a body share the same genes [22], so all have the same interests, while humans,
each with a small genetic variance, compete to impose their little differences in the gene pool. Well, this explains why
Nature has selected coordinated cells in a body but not coordinated individuals in a species. . . until now. We may have
little genetic differences between us, but isn’t the common genetic percentage much greater? In fact, all living species on
Earth share a great deal of genetic material, which means that all are our family. We are all fruits from the same family
tree, daughters and sons of a common ancestor. Right now, as we have reached the ceiling of Earth’s resources, the main
pressure is on such tree as a whole, instead of the relative smaller pressure for selecting gene A or B in a particular branch.
In conclusion, either we learn to fight together, for life in general, or we are almost all dead in no time. Right now, all
living beings share the same interest: to prevent Gaia from moving to a deadly state, so we should all work together. We
are today like cells in a body: mutually depending on the overall success. That is how selection pressure have become
binary: either we all survive or we all die. Genes, as blind molecules, may not be directly aware of this, of course, but
minds are. Minds with critical thinking are. And if minds are phenotypes of our genes, our genes also know what is at
stake, or at least they totally depend on our immediate actions.

So how do cells reach such great coherence, which is what we need for our population? The answer is connectivity
and branching. Our vascular vessels branch until they reach every cell to provide them blood rich in nutrients and collect
used blood for recycling and recirculation. Our nervous system branches until all our body is provided with stimuli and
receptors. The air that we breath is collected at the trachea and branches to the bronchi and later to the bronchioles.
Then it goes to terminal bronchioles and finally to the respiratory bronchioles, where direct contact with red blood cells
is possible [23]. All achieved by recursive branching. Out from our bodies, rivers use branching to collect to water until
it reaches the sea. Snowflakes grow doing branching as well. Trees and plants in general develop branches, and also use
branching in leave distribution and even the nerves of leaves. And of course, in roots, the inspiration for the name of this
project. The reason is that, at least for some time, our coordination system will have to operate underground, as usually
roots do, because the surface is currently dominated by other forces. There are many other examples of branching, and
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not only in Nature. An important disclaimer to be done here is that r0oT is not like one of those fraudulent pyramid
schemes, illegal in many countries, in which people ask you for money with the false promise that you will receive more
in the future [24]. Here in r0oT no one can ask you for money or other material properties. That would be absurd.
In Figure 2 we have summarized these examples by always using the same schematic and simplified branching. Notice
however that Nature allows for many different systems of branching. We, for r0oT, need to choose one of them, and start
growing it. It is always wise to copy what Nature has been doing so successfully for millions of years. Let’s begin.
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Figure 2: Simplified schematics of branching examples. From left to right and up to bottom: 1.Trees develop branches and leaves exhibit
branched nerve systems. Roots also are branched. In general, plants usually grow and develop using fractal-like branching systems.
2.Rivers converge until huge quantities of water are collected and delivered back to the sea. 3.Air in lungs goes through a sophisticated
branched system to bring oxygen molecules and expel carbon dioxide to and from every single red blood cell. 4.Fraudulent pyramid
schemes follow branching structures as well, but don’t be afraid because r0oT is not one of these frauds. You can join and check this by
yourself. 5.Blood reaches each cell of our bodies and is collected from each of them thanks to an extremely branched system of arteries
and veins: the circulatory system. 6.Snowflakes are beautiful examples of branching and symmetry. A good metaphor of what we need
today: a coldly planned growth following a beautiful pattern to bring the ice poles back on Earth. The question is, how can we exactly
grow such an ambitious structure?

4 growth

Here is where the real action begins. We have chosen a factorial [25] branching network because it allows to encapsulate
almost all human population in just 13 layers of organization, where each member interacts with very few people. This
allows great global efficiency through a fast and practical local interaction. The network grows in the following manner.
First, people who are interested simply follow the steps, described in the last section, to contact us, so they can join.
Then, they are immediately allocated to nodes of the network by arriving order. First we fill the layer 1, in which there
is just one person. Then the second layer, in which only two people are required. Then the third layer, with 6 people,
the fourth layer, with 24 people, and so on. It is a factorial network because each layer n has n! members, where ! is the
factorial operation that you can find in almost every decent calculator. The connectivity is as follows: the first member,
called 1.1, will connect with 2 members of layer 2, which are 2.1 and 2.2. Each of these 2 people will connect with 3
more people. Each of the six people in layer 3 will connect with 4 more people, and so on. By the time we reach layer
13, almost all people on Earth are connected. In Figure 3 we have depicted the first steps of the growth process. Notice
as well how stations are formed. A station is the small group or unit of people where things are discussed and reports
are processed (more on this later). The name comes from (metaphorically) thinking the network as a city underground
transportation system, connecting all the world in a fast and efficient way. Each station has a coordinator, or station
agent, while the rest are called station members. The agent is not a dictatorial boss but just a coordinator. As we will
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describe later, all matters discussed in a station will be subject to voting where all votes, including the agent’s, have
the same weight. Notice also that each person in the network belongs to 2 stations, one as station agent and another
as member. The exceptions are those in layer 13, who are only station members (although they can be agents of extra
stations, as we will see), and member 1.1 who is only agent of station s1.1. People thinking that node 1.1 is the big boss
of the world are quite wrong: this node can only be in contact with the 2 people in her/his station. As we will see, people
from inner layers cannot broadcast messages to the whole population, as that would be against the philosophy of r0oT.
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Figure 3: Growth of the first 5 layers of the r0oT network. Circles are nodes, occupied by a single person. Lines are connections, who will
be performed through emails or other means of communication. In gray we mark some stations, the units of discussion and action. From
left to right and top to bottom: 1.Layer 1 is formed by a single person, the node 1.1. Notice the nomenclature: the first digit indicates
layer, while the second is for the membership within the layer. 2.The second layer involves two people, the nodes 2.1 and 2.2. Notice that
the three depicted members form the first station, s1.1. The nomenclature for stations is as follows: first begin with ‘s’, which denotes
station, and then the name or address of the station agent. 3.In the third layer we add 6 more people, 3 of them to one branch and the
other 3 to another branch. 4.The fourth layer involves 24 new people, spread in 6 stations. 5.The fifth people needs 120 new people to
be spread in 24 stations. Notice how rapidly the population grows in each layer. Pictures beyond layer 6 are almost unrenderable.

The process of growth is hard because there will not be many people receiving the news that this project even exists.
And even if it arrives to them, it may be through some media who perceives this system as a threat so the message can
be corrupted. For example, we can be accused of being a ridiculous and fraudulent pyramid scheme, or even labeled as
dangerous terrorists only because we use anonymizing networks. Whatever they can think to discredit the project and
block its development, which of course would not benefit them, they will try. We can also reach you through friends
or local spreading like dead drops [26] or other free channels. It is important that we all propagate the message of this
project, but it is hard to reach the total population. As is usual in networks and nonlinear phenomena [27], there is
probably a critical stage at which our growth can be explosive and unstoppable, but until then, it can be hard and fragile.
But we think we have to try it anyway. There is too much at stake. The initial members will be allocated directly by us,
the founders of r0oT, but the idea is that each new member opens email addresses that can be used as entry doors as well.
We, the founders, will not directly participate in the network until the fourth layer is completed, so we can rapidly dilute
in the network. And even then, all the members will participate anonymously, or at least with some degree of anonymity.
At least the first 9 layers need this in order to operate without being easily identified [28, 29, 30]. Now you can ask: OK,
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we the people are the nodes of the network, an underground system formed by connected stations where the links are
relatively secured by anonymizing tools such as encrypted emails, but what it is that flows through the whole system? In
blood vessels we have blood, in respiratory systems we have air, in rivers water, in plants sap. What is the liquid or gas
that flows in r0oT?

5 informaction

Yes, this is the answer: informaction, = information + action. It is the most important concept in r0oT. There is no
use in considering information or action in a separated way here. Different information will produce different actions,
as different causes usually produce different effects. And different actions will provide different information in the world
and how this information is spread through the population. That is why we have coined this handy term that already
expresses the close relationship between these two capital concepts. You surely have listened or even said a thousand
times that ‘people are bad’, ‘people are evil’, ‘we are already doomed’, ‘as long as I don’t see it, it’s OK’, and many more
sentences like that, when thinking about global poverty or climate change. These sentences are just pieces of information,
and you say them because you have listened others saying them. Now ask yourself, what are the actions produced by that
information? Your are right, no action at all! These sentences are clever pieces of information whose effect is to block
any hope, and by extension, any action to change the world. Now ask yourself again, who benefits from such stagnation?
Again, you are right, the powers now in charge. If you don’t act, they can maintain their status quo. So simple. Just
as genes fight to persist in time through reproduction, memes also reproduce in our individual and collective (Zeitgeist)
minds. Memes are pieces of information, like genes, and they have effects on the real world. The effects of a gene is called
phenotype, and we don’t need to coin a new term for memes (like ‘memotype’). We just consider the phenotype as the
effect of genes + memes. Well, the action-blocking sentences listed before are very effective memes put in our minds by
those who benefit from them. Don’t be surprised: Nature is full of these tricky mechanisms at the gene level [31], so why
don’t we expect them at the meme level? In fact, in r0oT we can benefit from it by creating memes that can benefit the
whole ecosystem and the whole human population. The concept of ‘Gaia’ [32, 33, 34] is in fact such a good meme, as it is
‘life’, ‘consciousness’, ‘agency’, ‘soul’, etc. They are very useful concepts that express powerful ideas that are nevertheless
hard or even impossible to define with a global consensus [35, 36, 37].

The first priority in r0oT is to be a global school, one in which the main topic to learn is critical thinking, something
rarely taught at regular schools today. Critical thinking (CT) is the only way to make our decisions free, otherwise we
are just being easily manipulated. Here we name a few basic aspects of CT or simple steps to enhance it. Take it as an
incomplete suggestion list:

� Freedom is not about what you can or can’t. For that, there is already the concept of power. Freedom is about
what you really want, in a wide, broad and long term sense. [38]

� You should question everything you know, read or listen.

� Ask, for every idea you are faced with, who is getting some benefit from it and who becomes damaged [39].

� When considering benefits and damages, evaluate not only short but most importantly long term.

� Purge as many manipulative or brain-washing ideas from your mind. This is not an easy task to accomplish, but it
is worth trying.

� Read the great pillars of CT: From Plato and Aristotle to Montaigne, Voltaire, Spinoza and Nietzsche, among many
others. Independently of their ideas, they can provide a CT architecture in your brain. Please excuse our bias
towards occidental roots. We are sure other cultures have plenty of classical works and great authors as well.

� Read great literature, from Aeschylus and Sophocles to Shakespeare and Calderón, among an almost infinite list.
Those authors have explored the many lights and shadows of the human soul. You will know human beings better
afterwards, including yourself.

� Most visual entertainment, especially TV programs, make you a passive viewer. There are other types of entertain-
ment (documentaries, stage arts, . . . ) that request you an active role as a listener and as a thinker.

� Immerse yourself into the arts, ancient and modern. Arts will help you to appreciate beauty and will develop your
sensibility. Without this, how can you appreciate the love for Nature and recognize the suffering of other creatures?

� Science is not just a technical specialty but the quest to understand the natural world to which we all belong. It
is important to know the basics of the scientific knowledge in order to understand the origins, the mechanisms and
the future of our world.
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� Don’t take any authority for the sake of of it, even if the words come from a bunch of Nobel laureates [59]. Truth
does not need trust. And no one but time can speak in the name of science.

� Engage with your close acquaintances in conversations about topics that are relevant to you and your environment.
To dialogue with other people helps to contrast your lines of reasoning with others, so you can enrich them.

� A good CT begins by a strong self-connection. In order to enhance it, you can talk to yourself, writing a journal,
meditating, . . . One of the main reasons of the acute self-disconnection that we experience today is due to the bad
use of our current technological tools. With the promise of connecting you to the world, you can easily end up
disconnected from yourself.

� Be balanced in all aspects. Great scientific minds with high IQ’s without sensibility or emotional intelligence are as
harmful to the world as great artists with no scientific knowledge. The former can put their abilities to the interests
of big current powers, while the latter can be easily manipulated when technical terms matter, and it is usually the
case.
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Figure 4: Scheme representing the flows of informaction through the human mind of a stick figure. The sources of manipulated information
arrive to the mind. If these memes do not encounter Critical Thinking (CT) resistance, they develop into actions that mostly benefit
the meme’s authors, not the subject acting. In the same way as a small bird that feeds a relatively giant cuckoo’s baby even if it is
blatantly clear that it is not its child [63]. In many ways we are even more blatantly manipulated that those birds. However, if these
memes encounter CT resistance, they will not easily progress into actions that favor them, so they will neither reproduce nor benefit their
remote authors. Here, red means manipulation flow, while green is used for freedom (free from manipulation). Depending on how free is
our output we will feed a red feedback mechanism, benefiting the current powers, or a green feedback mechanism, in which other powers,
better for Gaia and the people, can appear. Many people think that people are evil, but this is just a very red meme! The truth is that
people are neither evil nor good in an intrinsic way, but strongly manipulable, ductile and flexible. We need to help each other to bend
our wrongly supposed evil into good actual will. But how can informaction flow following the green feedback loop in order to raise our
CT and, as a consequence, our own freedom?

The difficult thing with a poorly trained CT, also called a washed brain, is that a manipulated mind will not easily
recognize that it is so, otherwise it would be less manipulated that it seems. But there are some hints to recognize strong
brainwashing in your head. If you identify yourself or become irritated with some, you can be quite sure that you have
been under significant manipulation:

� Since you were born, you were taught that you need meat to be strong, dairies for your bones, fish for your memory,
etc. You were also taught that cows, pigs and chicken, among others, live happily on the fields. The actual facts
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are: Animal agriculture and fishing are some the biggest causes of climate change [9, 13, 14, 15]. An animal based
diet can damage your own health [16, 17, 18], while a plant based diet prevents many diseases and is perfectly
viable and healthy [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. It is even compatible with great physical activity
[52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Last but not least, animals in the whole food industry not only live under deplorable
conditions, but they also undergo abuse, mistreatment and deep suffering before facing massive slaughter [58].

� You have nationalist, patriotic feelings of any kind. There is nothing bad in loving your place of birth, but there
is great harm when this acquires political and legal implications. There is no single scientific reason to distinguish
two people from the place they have been born. It is like believing in the horoscope, thinking that one constellation
influences you more depending on your time of birth.

� You don’t think climate change is real or extremely urgent, being humans the cause of this [60, 61]. Strong scientific
evidence shows the opposite [62].

� You buy more clothes and objects than you really need, without knowing where do they come from and at which
human and environmental price, and you just consider that the true price is the one reflected on the article [10].

� You are not rich and vote for a right wing party in elections, when their goal is to defend the interests of the richest.
If you vote them, you are actively involved in the building of social inequalities.

� You are not very worried by the values you and schools teach to your children with respect to the future awaiting
for them.

� You get irritated by the mere suggestion of being manipulated. A good critical thinking accepts that manipulation
at some level is unavoidable: the goal is to reduce it as much as possible, but it first needs acknowledgement of its
existence.

In Figure 4 we have represented the feedback cycles of informaction. One of the main goals of r0oT is to help accessing
free information and building free minds in order to disrupt the cycle of manipulation that the global powers try to imprint
on us everywhere from ads, to school programs or news channels. If you consider yourself a person with a high degree
of CT, then you can consider the importance of acting in order to enhance it in other people. Among all other things,
this is what r0oT is aimed to, or at least its first fundamental step. One of our lemmas could be that CT is much more
important than IQ, and they don’t always come together. So, summarizing, we have an structure to provide coordination
and we know what is flowing through it. The next question is: how are the specific mechanisms of it?

6 processing and transmission

In r0oT, informaction is processed in stations in the form of reports and they are mainly transmitted through the Internet,
usually through relatively secure email services like Tutanota [64] or i2p secure mail [65]. The idea is simple: a station
receives a report from another neighbor station, so the members and the agent have some time to process and resend it to
their own neighboring stations. Each report can contain information alone or include proposals of direct action as well, so
both aspects have to be dealt with. Once the action is performed and the information is processed, the station forwards
the updated report. Where? There are four directions in which reports are received and sent. First: angular flows, where
we communicate with our two next-neighbors in our same layer. Not a big processing is required to forward in angular
directions, because both belong to the same radius or layer in the overall ‘onion’. The angular direction has two variants:
clockwise and counterclockwise. If we receive a report clockwise, we forward it clockwise, and the same for the opposite
sign of rotation. Radial directions are more elaborated, since they involve a change of layer. Reports travel radially in
two ways: outwards and inwards. If we receive a report that comes from an inner layer, then we propagate it outwards.
But if we receive it from an outer layer, we propagate it inwards and also outwards to those branches where it did not
come from (notice that a station will receive an inward report from just one of the many branches it connects, so we need
to propagate the message outwards to the others). Apart from all this, the informaction needs to be transformed when
it changes layers. The most inner layers will deal with more abstract, universal concepts, while outer layers will need to
deal with informaction in a more practical, direct fashion, and always adapted to local idiosyncrasies like for example
local languages or cultures. Global, inner layers will use simple English to communicate while local layers can use local
languages. It is then necessary for the station to adapt the contents of the reports to the layer it targets, and only with
time we will all learn how to do this well, what is more appropriate for each layer. Of course, each report will reflect
the history of previous reports on a given topic, for everyone to check its evolution and detect possible manipulations.
Furthermore, reports can be merged and split as needed.

Each report will come with a priority number (PN), from 1 to 4. If PN=1, it means the report has slow speed of
transmission. This does not mean that it is not important. On the contrary: a very important topic needs longer times
to be thought, discussed and processed. So if PN=1, the station must forward its processed report within 28 days. If
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PN=2, we have a medium speed report, in which the station has 14 days. The propagation speed will increase but the
quality of processing may be lower. PN=3 will imply fast mode, with 24 hours to resend it. Finally, PN=4 will imply
maximum speed priority, in which almost no processing will be done. Depending on the topic, sometimes speed will be
more important than processing, or the opposite. The relevant thing to understand here is that we cannot maximize both
speed and processing. PN numbers can change in the course of its travel along the network, but the details of this, as
with many other topics, are not the goal of this introductory text. In Figure 5 we show some of the details of informaction
speed and processing as well as other aspects of the network.
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Figure 5: Infographic of some details of the r0oT network. The three left color circles represent the angular and radial flows that
informaction acquires. The black circles on the left show what we mean by angular and radial directions. In the middle column we find
the numbers of how many people can be in each layer, as well as the percentage of the current total population of about 7.4 billion people.
Notice how, reaching layer 11 we could acquire a high degree of coordination while involving about half of 1%. We have also depicted
two radial arrows representing the radial gradient of abstraction/specificity that can naturally appear in the network. Inner layers will
probably tend to deal with more global topics while outer layers will probably deal with more local, direct, practical subjects. However,
the structure of r0oT is thought in such a way that inner layers also act as propagators of local topics while local layers act as promoters
of global issues. There is also a radial arrow depicting locality. This means that the network has global inner layers, with their members
as mixed as possible throughout the world, while external layers will engineered to be local, where network neighbors will be also real
world neighbors. Four colored radial arrows represent the 4 speeds and processing depths of the reports: green for slow speed and high
processing, yellow for medium speed and medium processing, orange for high speed and low processing and red for maximum speed and
minimum processing. Every choice has a price. Now we move to what most people, in layer 13, will experience by participating in r0oT.

7 locality

Until now we have essentially described r0oT from the inner layer perspective. This is natural because what we need to
do first is growth from within. However, the most interesting aspects of this network occur at external layers. At these
layers, people participating in neighboring nodes will be close neighbors in the physical world too. But living spatially
in the same building or street does not necessarily make us acquaintances. There is a lack of interaction between people
living at a common place, especially in big cities, and such a cold distance only enhances incoordination even more. This,
as problems grow harder, will need to change. People living close to each other share a great deal of needs and interests,
like running water, food supply, residue management, etc, and probably share the same fate. Currently there are many
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cooperatives that try to bring solutions to local problems, but in general we don’t see, at least in big cities, a strong
sense of community. With r0oT this should change, since it promotes a strong interaction and cooperation between
actual neighbors. It is quite desirable, for example, to buy food directly from local farmers, or even to produce your
own, to actively participate on what and how is taught at local schools, to make use of solar energy from all building
roofs, to increase the support on people with tough difficulties, to directly manage the space by maximizing vegetation
and supporting local fauna, to become rebels that substitute the asphalt streets by orchards and trees, to talk to other
neighbors to inform them on what we all need to face, to block the entrance and use of any damaging product or the
application of a damaging policy from the local laws. To take over our space and convert it into a place as personal,
sustainable and coordinated as possible. We neighbors need to be strongly coordinated to be strong towards the future.
And r0oT provides the structure for the interaction that such cohesion requires.

An additional feature of r0oT is that already existing local associations that are not part of our system can bind them
to the main network in a simple way. Each association needs to nominate a representative member to be the link as a 13
member. Then, the informaction originating in such association can travel through r0oT, while informaction from r0oT
can reach the association as well. Examples of this can be labor or trade unions, neighbor associations, parents grouping
together to deal with children related issues, etc We call these attached groups ‘extra stations’ or ‘extrations’.

The general idea here is that r0oT has a double purpose from the local perspective. On the one hand, inner layers
act as propagators of local problems and as active actors towards finding solutions. For example, a factory somewhere
could not be paying fairly to some workers, or is doing some injustice of any kind. This needs to be traduced to a r0oT
informaction impulse that will escalate to inner layers. From them, global actions could be proposed, like the blocking
of the company’s products until the problem is properly repaired. But on the other hand, there are global problems that
only through a powerful channel can reach each place and person in the world. For example, we all need to know what
are the real data and expectations for the future concerning the climate crisis. Without r0oT, this information is not
arriving to everyone in a clear way. In short, a strong coordination like the one r0oT proposes allows every person and
creature to have a universal voice that will be heard by everyone, while at the same time allows global issues to have
voice and be heard at every home.

8 Democracy

At this point you may have wondered whether someone joining r0oT in the first place remains forever there, or whether
someone joining r0oT in the future at layer 13 but with the will of participating at inner layers must be stuck at 13. The
answer is a clear no. In the growth process we will allocate people by arriving order, but these are only initial conditions
that will have nothing to do with the dynamic equilibrium that has to be acquired afterwards. For example, some people
interested in r0oT may join at the first stages but then realize that their interests are more close to the local people. Of
course, they can move to more external layers. If someone wants to remain in the same layer but changing station, it
can be done as well. There are no better or worse positions, only more abstract or more practical places, more global or
more local. Everyone can target the layer that suits better to her/him.

Have you ever noticed how left-wing parties are more democratic but extremely inefficient, with their never ending and
chaotic assemblies, while right-wing parties, with their disciplined hierarchies, are less democratic but more efficient? At
the end, take a look at the world now and guess who is winning: democracy or efficiency? Even when a left party wins an
election, it is only a matter of time that it moves to the right when it seeks more efficient structures and mechanisms. In
r0oT, however, we can combine the good of both approaches, by building a network which already provides the efficiency
and a democratic dynamics to give to people the real power. Specifically, we articulate two types of democracy: local
and global. Local democracy is very simple: it consists in voting each decision that a station makes, where the voters are
simply all the station members. This is fast, practical and very efficient. But not universal.

Reports are not the end of the story in the discussion of r0oT. Each station must also work to have a set of rec-
ommendations or principles for its whole stemming branch. Maybe in the future these sets can substitute real world
laws. It is too soon now to talk in these terms, but if r0oT works, why not? If politics is about coordinating actions
to act for the global good of people, isn’t r0oT a political structure? Surely it is, but it is not clear whether in some
future it can or cannot substitute real politic powers. For now, each station, instead of rules or laws, will simply write
some principles, to be divulged through its stemming branches. They will never be imposed, but they need to be taught,
discussed, understood and eventually changed. Ideally, at the most inner layers, a collection of human rights and human

obligations should be written, and approved by all. The point of global democracy is that any change in these station
principles or recommendations must be voted by global democracy, by all the members stemming from that station. If it
is something related to the principles of s1.1, then everyone must vote to approve a change. In local and global democracy
in r0oT, every change must be approved by a majority of at least 2/3 of the total. Otherwise the issue remains unchanged.
Finally, every principle stated in a station must be compatible with the principles stated in inner stations, so equality
and universality are ensured. In Figure 6 we depict the graphical difference between local and global democracy.

Another aspect very related to democracy is mobility. At least each 28 days, each station will vote for its new (or
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Figure 6: Depiction of local vs global democracy. What affects a single station is voted in the station. What affects a branch must be
voted by the whole branch. What affects the whole network must be voted by everyone. On the right we have depicted some branches
with dashed red lines. Branches always stem from a specific station. Local democracy allows the system to be very efficient while at
the same time to be democratic, but global democracy ensures that the same principles are applied everywhere. Only in a world where
the rights and obligations are the same to everyone we can speak of true justice and democracy. In our current world, there are many
different countries with many different sets of rights and laws, and it is not just that some are more fortunate than others by the mere
accident of being born here or there: it is that in the countries with more ‘freedom’ and ‘rights’, we take advantage of the other ‘lesser’
countries to have cheap workers under unfair conditions so we can obtain cheap and nice goods to buy. In this context, Gaia, the Earth,
is the last country on the list, the country that nobody takes care of, the one that offers the cheapest products. We need to revert this
order and put Gaia first.

re-elected) station agent. The election will be among those who are willing to be such agent, unless nobody wants to be,
so all of them become candidates. An agent can also declare that she/he does not want to be voted. With this mechanism
we acquire radial mobility, and people more suited to inner layers can penetrate the onion while people with more local
and practical nature can go to a layer of his/her satisfaction. But of course, to go to inner layers, other members must
allow you to do so. Angular mobility will imply the permutation of two members of two different and closely located
stations of the same layer, upon mutual agreement. In Figure 7 we depict these processes.

9 immunity

At this point of the description you surely have wondered whether this network can be robust against attacks, infiltrations
of any sort or just external/internal infection or corruption. The answer is that, being made of humans, a bare r0oT
network is easily corruptible. Our body would also die very rapidly if we wouldn’t have a strong an efficient immune
system. Total immunity cannot be achieved, of course, and even autoimmune diseases can appear. (Notice how we are
now considering r0oT as an organism, as an organized collection of individuals that try to work for the global good.) How
can we achieve a fair degree of immunity? Clearly, by creating a parallel and independent network that can specialize
in what immunity means: 1) identify a problem that is threatening the organism, and 2) solve the problem. The idea is
simple, but it can add some complexity to an already complex set of ideas. We create another network, called i1 network,
where members are connected in the same exact way as in the main network. They form stations as well and follow the
same dynamics and principles. But with one additional thing: each station in the main network has always an i1 member
in it, trying to ensure that all the dynamics of r0oT are properly applied and most of all, trying to identify focuses of
informaction manipulation. They can even act when a member simply is too inactive. But before going into more detail,
we show in Figure 8 some aspects of the immunity i1 network. In Figure 9 we show how the coupling between the main
and i1 networks occur.

The criteria for an i1 member to act are very simple and clear. If a member does not show in the network as active,
it will be reallocated to an external layer, layer 13 if the network is already full, after 3 attempts to contact her/him. If
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Figure 7: Radial and angular mobility within the network. Radial permutations are performed by local democracy while angular
permutations are performed upon mutual agreement of the two willing members.

the problem is the type of activity that the member is performing, then they will follow these criteria:

� Gaia, the whole ecosystem, is more important that any of its parts. Humanity, in this context, is just a part of
Gaia. So Gaia has a higher priority than humanity. After all, without Gaia there can be no humanity at all.

� Humanity as a whole comes before any particular subgroup of humans.

� Etc. The pattern is simple. The more general the system, the greater its priority.

Every action performed by the i1 member of a main station must be approved by the i1 station to which the i1 member
belongs as a station member (and not as a i1 station agent). However, if the issue is bigger and affects more than one
main station, the i1 network can coordinate to temporarily perform a fusion of main stations to deal with the problem,
and even to perform a cut and paste of the main network, expelling or reallocating those problematic members. If you
join r0oT you will able to see the proposed technical details for these complicated matters, discuss them and work for
better versions of them.

The cost of building immunity networks is high. We need many more members that instead of working for the main
purposes of the main network, need to be working for the integrity of the system. We think the effort pays off, because in
r0oT we are fighting very big powers that are well established and with many resources. It is natural to expect that they
will try to discredit this project from the outside and blow or kill it from the inside. That is why people willing to enter
r0oT will need to include people willing to enter the i1 network as well. As your real identity is not revealed here, nothing
prevents you from opening multiple accounts, even at the two different networks, main or i1. However, unless you have a
huge amount of time, your efficiency will be below what is desirable. However, the cost of the i1 network is much lower
than the cost of the main network. Notice that it is a network coupled with the main one with one degree of layer shift,
so at the main layer 2 we have the first i1 layer, when we are at main layer 3, we are at the second i1 layer, and so on.
Arriving to the 13th main layer would imply a need of a 12 layered i1 network. Adding more layers of immunity, i2, i3,
etc would cost less and less but would increase immunity more and more. We think it is justified. Watch the corruption
around you. The world is plenty of it. Maybe it is one of the main reasons of the current and deplorable state of Gaia.
It’s worth the effort. Those of you who have a clear fighting attitude in favor of Gaia should join the i1 network, no doubt
about it. We need there constructive and radical people with no hesitation to act against a behavior that would affect to
all.

10 specialists

There is only one missing piece left in this system: the technical, specialist knowledge. We, regular people, are specialists
in normally one, maybe two disciplines, if any. We need the knowledge of the professionals. Surely they will be there,
somewhere scattered through the network, but we need them to be coordinated as well and with close interaction with
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Figure 8: Depiction of the first four layers of the i1 network. On the left we show the nodes (hexagons to distinguish from the circles of
the main network) and their connections. We also see that the nomenclature is the same as in the main network except for the fact that
we add the label i1 as the first 2 digits. On the left we can see the stations that i1 members form, applying the same principles as in the
main system.

society. And even more importantly: we need an uncorrupted knowledge. We cannot depend on the technical advice that
some people give us while they depend on money given by the current powers. This is happening today in science [66, 67].
If a voice is raised against some interests, it is easily cut on funds. We need, for example, the hugely important knowledge
of farmers [68], but without the filters of economic interests of the giant biotech companies or the big agribusiness
corporations. We need to discuss once and for all whether we should expand our nuclear fission energy use or not, a type
of energy that is usually rejected by big environmental NGO’s and general public but which has a very low degree of
carbon dioxide emissions[33, 19]. More over, we cannot allow that a big proportion of the knowledge that originates from
public funding ends locked under private journals[69]. Many scientists need to change their attitudes and have the will
to publish for Nature.

That is why we create the specialist networks. The details are a bit complicated, so here we describe just the essentials.
For each discipline of knowledge or craft we will create a network, with almost the same structure as always. They will be
connected by stations, and with all the dynamics described before. And they will have an immunity network dedicated
to each of them, so if we create the network of farmers we create as well the associated i1 farmers network, and so on. In
this case, it is important that you join r0oT twice, one as a regular or i1 member, and another as a specialist in your main
discipline, or as an i1 member of your main discipline, as you prefer. Once a specialist network is created, is coupled to
the main network as depicted in Figure 10.

The engineering of specialist networks is a bit complicated, but the idea is that each specialist network will be visiting
a branch at each time, with one specialist per main station temporarily present at such branch. During those visits,
there can be an exchange between society and technical communities. We think that these networks can benefit not only
society but also the specialist community involved in it. There is an immediate and direct self-benefit by the mere fact
of being organized. The visiting system consists in staying some time at one branch, and then jump (angularly) to the
next. During that time, main and specialist reports can reflect the interaction between both networks. Specialists need
to be in contact with society and society with specialists, in a direct way. The role of a specialists in a main station,
as visitors, is to collect information from the main members and also to tell how their specialty can contribute to the
problems of society. The problems of the specialty can also be passed to society, for example the need for more funding
or more social recognition, or their importance to specific problems. It can also be fun and refreshing to learn from many
different specialties just for the sake of knowledge.

As a specialist network grows in number, it will increase its degree. The details of this metamorphosis are quite
complicated to be discussed here. A final and important point in this topic is that the technical knowledge does not
always need to be so compartmentalized as it is usually the case. For example, a chemist and a physicist can benefit
from interacting, and physics and chemistry in general can improve too. The specialists networks can organize mutual
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Figure 9: Coupling of the main and the i1 networks. The main network is depicted in black with circular nodes while the i1 network is
depicted in green with hexagonal nodes. The stations painted here are those of the main network, remarking how in each station there is
always present an immunity member of i1. We can see a side note pointing to the possibility of building further immunity networks, i2,
i3 and so on, in order to reinforce the robustness of the whole system. For now we will try only with i1, but if necessary we can build the
others. If they were to be created, they would have again the same structure as the other two, and the coupling would be very simple:
the i(n+1) network would couple to the i(n) network as the i1 would couple to the main system.

visits or couplings if they wish, or if recommended by the main network. Knowledge is sometimes better when not
compartmentalized, as sometimes very important things are lost at the frontiers between different fields. That is why
when creating the specialists networks, a hierarchy of disciplines needs to be created, by categories and subcategories.
For example, the physics and chemistry network members will also belong to the science sp network. There is no need
to subdivide categories ad infinitum because that would mean a lot of implication of sp members, having to visit too
many stations at once. The hierarchy needs just to ensure that there is not a harmful and excessive sub categorization
as sometimes happens and that some level of constructive mixing is put into practice. For example, ecology + teaching,
or technology + philosophy could provide great insights if they would periodically couple together. The principal idea
is that each main station can be frequently visited by experts who can provide a fruitful and necessary exchange. This,
in short, will dramatically increase the efficiency of global coordination and will try to avoid corruption in the technical
world, a serious disease we suffer today. We need to acknowledge the fact that the big problems that we need to face need
a strong social coordination between people and also the implication of the technical, scientific and crafts communities
in order to search, find and execute intelligent and wise solutions.

11 join

Joining r0oT at this first stage is very simple. Just follow these steps and you will be in:

� Download the Tor Browser [70] for your operating system (OS). Needless to say that in r0oT we should promote
open source and free OS like Linux. But don’t worry, Tor Browser is available for most systems. You can even use
Tails, an OS devoted to Tor and privacy [71]. Tor will allow people from countries where Internet suffers high levels
of censorship [72] to participate in r0oT.

� Open Tor Browser, go to Tutanota [64] and sign up with an invented nick without giving any personal information.
Currently, Tutanota allows signing up from Tor. That is why we recommend it. Tutanota, a service with a free plan
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Figure 10: Specialist networks. We show 7 different specialist networks. We don’t show nomenclature even if it is simple enough: add
a ‘sp’ as a prefix and follow the usual nomenclature. Immunity-specialist networks are only shown in the orange network, and we don’t
show nomenclature either, which would have the prefix spi1. As a suffix, all of them will have the name of the specialty. For example, we
may have sp.2.3.farming, which is the 2.3 node of the farming network. Or sps.3.2.biology, which is the 3.2 station of the biology network.
And so on. Notice how there is a specialist at each station at a given visited branch. And notice as well how the visits jump from one
branch to the next in a counterclockwise angular fashion. Depending on how many members the network has, it has a greater or lower
degree, which just indicates the main layer at which it attaches.

choice and being open source, provides a simple way of sending and receiving encrypted emails in a clear interface
without having to worry about these issues. Once inside the network we will try to develop and enhance better
ways of communication, for example i2p [65], GNUnet [73], Freenet [74], Bitmessage [75] . . . so programmers are
more than welcome at the first stages.

� Write an email to r0oT@tutanota.com (notice the number 0 followed by the letter o) or to any other entry email
available. Briefly explain, in simple English, your motivations to enter, without revealing any personal information.
You can also explain how could you help at the first stage of r0oT, which is growth.

� It is better not to attach any document, but if you do, pass it through the MAT [76] software before sharing it. It
helps to clear the meta-data in it, which could expose your identity.

� In the email, show your preference between joining the main r0oT and joining the immunity i1 network. Remember,
if you consider yourself a Gaia warrior, choose to enter i1.

� If you are already in the network and this is your second joining email in order to join a specialist network, use a
different nick and address from the one you use at the main network, and tell us your main specialty, and whether
you want to be in the specialty network or in its associated immunity network. Choose the later if you feel especially
concerned about the corruption in science or in other technical areas.

� Wait for a reply. If it does not arrive after a week, try to find other entry addresses.
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� Once you enter, you will receive further instructions. Basically, you will go to a brief apprenticeship stage of some
weeks to familiarize with the details of the system. Try to keep yourself active or reconsider your participation. An
inactive member block and harms the whole process.

� If you happen to log in into your account from another browser different than Tor, do not use it again for r0oT.
Open a new one and inform your station.

� Don’t use institutional computers (administration, universities, etc), or other computers from your work. Avoid
connecting at places with high surveillance.

� Don’t use your mobile or cell phone for r0oT.

� After you enter, try to divulge this project and open entry door addresses, without revealing your nicks in r0oT.

If you have a more technical profile you may want to set up an i2p [65] service and contact us through bote email at
our i2p address [1] or at other addresses that we can provide in the future. The i2p network is, in theory, ideal for r0oT
and we will try to promote and improve it, but from the inside, as it is not trivial to set it up. If the main entry emails
that we provide are closed or compromised and you find yourself in the need for looking somewhere else to enter, how
can you be sure that you enter the authentic r0oT network and not into another one which could be formed by malicious
people with suspicious interests, or simply for trolling? We think the answer is quite simple: there is no perfect way to
give an authenticity signature of r0oT while keeping it anonymous. Instead, follow your instinct. If there is someone
caring for Gaia and humanity as a whole, she/he will not begin another parallel network because having 2 copies of r0oT
will only increase the disorder we already have. If someone asks or offers you money or other material profit, or see ads,
you are in the wrong network. If you find that the informaction flowing there is suspicious, report it to your corresponding
i1 member, and if immediate action is not taken against this, exit the network. If there is no activity, you are in the
wrong network. If you find a self-called ‘r0oT project’ or similar trying to put a server in r0oT, a kind of ‘facer0oT’,
where you log in and have all the mechanisms in an integrated web page, don’t join, or exit if you are already in, because
with a global server we would not be true peer-to-peer (P2P) and our vulnerability would increase dramatically. Indeed,
it would be more comfortable to have a system in which all the details would be automatic, but this would mean to put
r0oT in hands of the current powers. By staying low-tech and P2P we will be much difficult to track and control. Maybe
in some future we can design a custom, serverless network, to adapt to the needs of r0oT, but for now we will stick to
simple emails, and wherever there is no Internet available, by direct contact or simple mail. Unfortunately, right now is
not possible to join the first stage of r0oT without Internet and an email account. But at least, sticking to simple emails
we will reach much further than with other high-tech approaches.

A final word: many people will criticize r0oT for being a utopia. But think about this term, ‘utopia’, how it
is in fact a meme whose mission is to discourage everyone from taking action to change the world. It is true that
this system has some complicated features, but this is nothing compared to the much greater sophistication of, for
example, building a big airplane, or manage all the airports details and the air traffic. And no one think that as
a utopia because you can see how is perfectly working at every city with clock precision. Why, then, should we
allow the meme ‘utopia’ to manipulate our minds and behavior, to freeze us in front of the enormous need to ac-
tion, as toxoplasmosis do to mice? [77] Come on, we can do better than that. Don’t turn a blind eye to this,
and don’t expect others to save the world for you. Get your feet wet or they will end up drown. Join r0oT. Now.

———————

The r0oT project is dedicated to the memory of my best friend, Raquel. We used to walk for hours while planning how to change
the world. She would have been the first to join.
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